
Additional modular enclosure and
cabinet system literature - -
available at no charge. .
we also offer Heavy-ouly Cabinets, EMIJRACabinets, Solid
system Cabinets: QUiptron~ Computer Fur"'ture,lnstru~ent
Cabinets, Modular Electronic Desk System lines, and fo
\hoSe who can't wait, Express 5 Day Service. .

What to look for
when selecting a '

standard electronic enclosure.
Challenger Commercial Duty
Modular Electronic Cabinets
AII_1ded construction-14 gauge transverse

mbers are weldedto side frameweldments
::'nimizingtwist.swayordeflection.9 heights.2
widthsand 4 depths.
Universalside paneis-Can be securelyfastaned
fromthe insideofcabinetto preventtarnpenng.or
easily removedexternallywhenease ofaccess IS
most important. . •

_._---. Mar-proofpanelmountingscrews can be removed _
and replacedwithoutmarringpaintedfinisharound
screw holes.AnEquiptoexclUSIVe. .
• Alldrawers."Pull-Out"shelvesand slidingchaSSis
shelves providedwithbal~aring extensIOnslides

. forsmoothness and longlife.
Recessible panelmountingangles-punc~ or
tapped universalE.lA holeSpaCing(In10/,
increments).Foursuppliedwitheach rack.Zinc
plaJedper Fed.Spec. QQ-Z-325TypeII,Class 3.
Interchangaabledoors-<loOrsare easilyremoved.
Face mountingto frameallowsrecess mountingof
equipment.Posttlvedoor latchingensures ULand
OSHAacceptance.Tintsand specialaffect.•.•ewlng
areas availableuponapplicationto factory.Gasket-
Ingavailableto makedoorsdust tiglt. .
Base can haveoptionalcasters. leveiers,anti-tip
legs, and duplexoutlets;orcan be removedfor
Installationofheavydutycaster truck.

Available in a variety of modular configurations.

The Challenger System of Modular Electronic Cabinets is
perhaps the most versatile line of standard cabinets offe,:'
tode Its economy and size selection offers you IunetlO a
desi~~ options to meet all your equipmedn~app~~~:=r:.
competitive price. It also meets our ngl qUIp
quality standards.. . fJarnf
Select from a variety of vertical rack.and sloped ~~pthS.ll
configurations and various panel h81ghts,Widths e
multitude of accessories-fans, blowers, turrets, etc:: ~
available. Eight standard colors-no-charge for Specl
For details and free catalogs, call or write Equipto =_
Corporation, 351 Woodlawn Avenue, Aurora. IL60
Phone: (312) 897-4691.

Committed To auality Since 1960

Basic program eases. at-· · f'------"'-~--~~--an YSlS 0-- ---..-----c---

ph~-l?Cked190P~
Analyzing seamd- and third-order phase-
locked loopsyourself can be a tedious and
time-consuming task. Using a Basic pro-
gram, you can employ a smail computer to
perfimn all the !Ucessarytasks. much faster.

.Relying on a Basic program and a computer, you can
model a third-order tracking filter (or phase-locked
loop) with a linear phase detector and plot the error
response Eo to a phase step of 1 rad (Ref 1). A similar
approach allows you to analyze PLLs (second- and
third-order) with sine-wave phase detectors and com-
pare the two types of loops. You can study the two
loops' error response to frequency and acceleration
steps as wen as to high-level random noise and sine-
wave inputs, all of which can drive a loop into the
nonlinear phase region of the phase detector.

Fig 1 shows a block diagram of a phase-locked loop
along with the Basic program that allows you to calcu-
late and plot Eo for a third-order loop. (Fbr a detailed
description of phase-locked loops, see box, "Phase-
locked loops provide coherent tracking.") The second-
Order loop's phase response is expressed by the second-
Order equation in Fig 1. This loop is a high-gain type
(Ref 2), whereas the third-order loop is a Wiener loop
OPtimized for minimum phase error when the input is a
frequency ramp.
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3000 £9,&1,£2;£3a9 @ V9,Wal
3019 SCALE 9,8.~.5,1.5
3029 XAXIS 9,1 @ YAXIS
3030 ~VB 9,0 @ Ta.05
3040 FOR xa0 TO B STEP T
3050 E1=T*£ll+B1
3060 B2a'r*Bl+E2
3070 £3='r*£2+E3
30B0 £0=-(2*W*E1)-2*W*W*E2-W*W*W*B3+V0
3090 DRAW X,E0 ~
3100 IlEX'rX
3110 END

Fig l-Dependbrg OIIlDltether I/Our PLL u a aecond· or thirrl-<Jnkr
loop, plr.a8e TU'fJU'UI" i3 expressed IJy either a soccmd- O'r thirrl-order
equation. The Ham listing solv •• tlte thfrd-order equation. .



The second-order loop doesn)t lock ,when
subjected to a l-rad/sec2 accele:atwn step)
its acceleration pull-out step SIze.

To change from a linear to a sine-wave phase detec-
tor you simply replace Eo on line 3050 of the program
with sin(Eo), Thus, Eo equals sin<Yo-Vr) rather than
simply Vo-Vr, as shown in Fig 1. To change Voto aJ.ln
radlsec frequency step, or an n radlsec' acceleratIon
step, you enter n*X or n*X*XJ2, re~pectively" for Voon

--line 3080,·Tochange Voto·an n radIan peak sme wave,
you enter n*SIN(W*X) in place ofVo. ,

Fig 2 illustrates the second- and third-order loops'
error response to unity-phase, frequency, and accelera-
tion steps: (Ed Note: For all figures, the sec~- ,and
third-order plots are slwwn as dashed and solid ltne~,
respectively.) Note that when th~ second-order loop IS
subjected to a l-radlsec' acceleratIon step (the accele~-
tion pull-out (APO) step size), it doesn't l~k. ,It will
lock for a.o.9-radlsec' acceleration step, but It will have

_ approximately a 1.1-rad steady-state phase error. On

the other hand, the'third-order loop, with its additional
integrator, is able to reduce the steady-state error to O.

You'll find that as you try increasingly larger phase
steps, both loops unlock at 3.2 rad, but remain in lock at
3.1 rad (Fig 3). Lock loss occurs at 3.2 rad (just over
3.14 rad, actually) because the sine-wave phase detec-
tor sends the wrong polarity voltage to the loop filter
when the error exceeds 1Trad. The wrong polarity
voltage causes the phase error to increase rather than
decrease.

In Fig 4, .,PO (the frequency pull-out that causes loss
of lock) occurs at 3.1 radlsec in the second-order loop
and 4.7 radlsec in the third-order loop. The values
correspond to a normalized loop frequency of 1 radlsec.
Fig 5 shows that APO equals 1 radlsec' for the second-
order loop, and 3 radlsec' for the third-order loop. JPO
(the phase-jerk pull-out, or linearly increasing accelera-
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Phase-locked loops provide coherent tracking
A phase-locked loop. or PLL, is
a circuit that locks the frequency
of one oscillator to that of a sec-
ond oscillator. InlFig Aa, the
master oscillator's phase is V.,
and the slave voltage-coI!trolied
oscillator <yeO), which locks to
and follows the frequency of V.,
has a phase of V,.

The phase detector subtracts
Vr from V. to produce a voltage
Eo that's proportional to the
phase difference (error) betw~n
the two oscillators. After ampli-
fication and filtering, Eo feeds
back to the veo, forcing a fre-
quency change that reduces (or
totally eliminates, in some loops)
the phase error. To realize a
lock condition, the steady-state
frequency (but not the phase)
error must be O.

The loop filter prevents high-
frequency noise and modulation
on V. from reaching the vea.
This filtering ensures that the
vea will follow only slow
changes in the frequency of V•.

The phase detector provides
an output proportional to
sin(V.-V,). For small phase er-
rors, sin<V.-V,)-V.-V" and
the output is linearly proportion-
al to the phase error. For large'
errorll like those that occur
when the loop is about to lose
lock, however, the output traces
a sine wave.

1be error voltage peaks at
11'12;it then decreases even
though the- error continues to in-
crease.. This behavior is a result
of the slope reversal of the sine
wave above 1T/2and is a source
of instability in the loop. In !act,
the loop may make the error
larger rather than smaller.

1be loop will not necessarily
lose 10ckjust because the error
exceeds 1l'12.The shape and du-
ration of the error waveform
also come into play. For exam-
ple, a phase step won't cause
1088 of lock until it exceeds 1T
rad. Fortunately, once the error
P!'ogresses a full 21Trad, the

Fig 3-Neither loop TOmaiM locked frw "luue steps above 3.1 rod.
The sine-wave deuc/or farcu both Ioopo 10relock at h nuJ...-<>ehavior
reftrred 10 as cycu slipping.

slope of the sine wave is again
correct, and the loop may re-
lock. The loop tendency to un-
lock and then relock in 21Tr1.d is
called cycle slipping.

, Fig Ab separates the phase
detector into linear and nonline-
ar components and shows- the
loop consisting of three integra-
toni. The first two mtegrators
following the detector constitute
the filter, and the third integra-
tor is the vea. The vea is a
perfect integrator because a
phase step in the oscillator
causes a perpetual phase ramp
(frequency step) in the output.

Assuming the loop is locked
initially, both V. and Vr are
identical steady-state phase
ramps that cimcel in the phase
detector and leave no phase
error. This quieacent condition
poses no problem, of course.
What is important is what hap-
pens to Eo when a disturbance
takes place in V•. If two looPs
have identical bandwidth, the

one that can withstand the
greater disturbance and remain
in lock is considered superior.

Fig A lists four disturbances-
phase step (P), frequency step
(F), acceleration step (A), and
jerk step (JHhat are popular
for testing loops. Each succes-
sive disturbance is an integral of
the previous one, and you sub-
stitute each one for V. on line
3080 of the Basic program..

In general, a loop with only
one integrator (the Vea) will
track phase disturbances having
first-order or lower curvature
(such as P and F). A loop with
two integrators will track distur-
bances having second-order or
lower curvature (eg, P, F, and
A). This tracking performance is
onlY'possible if the disturbance
is slow enough to pass through
the loop filter and has a duration
that's short enough to prevent
the phase excursions frOm satu-
rating amplifiers or other compo-
nents in the loop.
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the curves have a small or moderate slope, but it
increases (to 0.5 rad or more) in regions where the
curves have a steep slope. If it's important to have an
exact trajectory as a loop begins to lose lock, then you
should use a sampling step size no larger than 0.01 sec.

The set of curves in Fig 7 reflects the third-order
loop's performance for a series of acceleration steps in
the 2.9- to 3.04-nKUs~ range-just above and below
the value that'll lead to lock loss. AIl the curves illus-
trate, the loop responds first by locking properly but
then begins to slip cycles; it loses lock and then relocks
in 6.28-rad increments.

To this point, the results seem to indicate that the
third-order loop outperforms the second-order loop. At
the very least, the third-order loop accommodates
larger frequency and acceleration steps before it loses
lock.

Nevertheless, it isn't apparent how the two loops
compare when noise is present. Fortunately, you can
set up a comparison easily. You just make Vo a pseudo-
random waveform that varies from -3 to +3 rad pop,
an input that makes Eovery noisy. You then make 4 plot
of VF, thereby taking advantage of the loop filter's
quieting effect. The loop noise bandwidth equals 0.53001
for the seeond-order loop and %01 for the third-order
loop. To equalize the noise level in both loops, 01 should
equal 1 for the second-order loop and 0.636 for the
third-order loop.

The test for both loops uses the same five seed values
for the random-noise generator. Fig 8 shows that.the
third-order loop loses lock five out of five times, where-
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Fig 7-Multipl. CIICIc.up' occur in Ih. thinl-<Jm.r loop fur
acc.leration ./cpI abouc3 mdI ••c'. Tho.lope of each pha8. C1lTWia
equal to tho /requ<1ocy diff........ between tho rruuUr and .lave
oacillatura.

as the seeond-order loop loses lock just three out of five·
times. To make the performance of both loops virtually
identical, you must reduce 01 ip the third-order loop to
0.509. This ·reduction yields a noise bandwidth of
%'0.509=0.424 nKUsee. The third-order loop shows
about a 1-dB degradation in noise performance for
these conditions.

Comparing stability of both loops
It's important to compare the stability of both loops.

The third-order loop has the potential for becoming
unstable: It has one more integrator, and hence more
loop phase shift than the seeond-order loop. If no
software is available to make a Bode plot, you can use a
large sine wave (at the loop's natural frequency) for Vo
as an experiment. Fig 9 shows error-voltage test
results when Vo equals 1.5·sin(1·X). AIl the curves
illustrate, Eo continuously increases in the third-order
loop until it loses lock. It takes more than 2 rad to cause
a lock loss in the second-order loop. This data indicates
that the third-order loop is probably more unstable
than the second-order loop.

Table 1 provides a summary of the results of the
analyses. The third-order loop withstands larger fre-
quency, acceleration, and jerk steps before losing lock.
On the negative side, however, large sustained signals
-8uch as sine waves and noise--cause the third-order
loop to lose lock earlier than the second-order loop. The
third-order loop's increased phase shift is probably a
contributing factor.

However, you can't overlook the sine-wave detector
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100'" .tabl., it 10••• lack when V. ia i••••.••••cd to t.1 rod.
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as a problem source because no indication of instability
exists when you model either loop with a linear phase
detector. Unfortunately, once the phase-shift error
exceeds 'lf12 rad, sin(E.) begins to decrease as E.
continues to increase. A smaller sin(Eo) will reduce the
value of VF• Since E.=Vo-VF, Eo will continue to
increase and further decrease the value of sin(Eo).
Evidently, the sine-wave detector seems to cause posi-
tive feedback.

To illustrate this effect, Fig lOa plots various param-
eters in the seeond-order loop when Vo=2.1·sin(1.0·X) .
The arrow indicates approximately where the sequence
of events noted above begins to take place. Fig lOb
shows the same measurements for a seeond-order loop
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how that the third-qrder loop can
d greater frequency and accelera-

'S before losing lock.

BlE 1-SUMMARY OF SECOND· VS
THIRD·ORDER lOOPS WITH SINE·

WAVE PHASE DETECTORS

RAn)
RAOISEC)
RAnISEC'l

OISEC'l._
(3D RAn)

301. a,.
3.1 ., 4.7
1D 300

. >0 _ _ • 1.0
THIR[).()RDER LOOP LOSES LOCK
BEFORE SECON[).()RDER LOOP.
ABOUT 1-de DIFFERENCE IN
PERFORMANCE.
THIR[).()RDER LOOP LOSES LOCK.
SECON[).()RDER LOOP LOSES
LOCK AT 2.1 RAD.

~ f~edbad, from th~ .i",,.,_,,,, tkucror ;, po8itiv< ance
'ifIll rod. A.I a reault, E. increaa •• ratMr than decrea.ae.
wing a linear tkUctor (b) far 1M line-wave deUctor

no evide7la of i",lability.

that employs a linear detector.
For perfect error correction, V F should be a mirror

image of V•• Unfortunately, phase and amplitude errors
preclude this perfection. It appears that the amplitude
error contribution from the sine-wave detector adds to
the loop filter's phase error to cause the instabilities
observed in these analyses. EDII
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Look at What Lundy & Design Graphix'"
Are Doing to PC-Based CA.DD.

. -
Generate a design on the Lundy
3000 workstation and then compare
it to a PC-based system. The dif-
ferences may well amaze you.
Lundy 3000 displays your work with
a resolution that's simply unattain-
able with PC-based systems.

Less Strain ~n Engineers

The sharpness and clarity of the
Lundy 3000 permit very detailed,
high quality design with less strain
on your engineers. This results in
overall productivity increases for you
and your design staff. LUndy 3000 is

ideal for those who can benefit from
a graphics system but are reluctant
to invest the large sums of money
required for advanced systems.

Makes PC's Look Like Toys

When packaged with ESC's Design
Graphix~ software, Lundy 3000
becomes an advanced, low cost
CADD system with a level of respon-
sivaness that can make PC-based
systems look like toys. The flexible,
high performanca capabilities of
Lundy 3000 make it vary hard to
grow out of. And that's a serious

consideration when purchasing a
graphics system.

So if you're looking for a graphics
system that's low in cost yet high on
performanca, look to the Lundy
3000 and see how inexpensive
quality graphics design can be.
Contact: Graphics Marketing
Lundy Electronics & Systems, Inc.
One Robert Lane, Glen Head,
N.Y. 11545. (516) 671-9000.

DESIGN GRAPHIX- Is a _ d EngiM«ing systams Co<poraIion, Balon Rouge, lDUlsiana.
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